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Micro-credit  have been success stories in increasing of income, reduction of 

poverty and enhancing the empowerment to poor.  This global phenomenon in post 

war region of Sri Lanka differs significantly.  This study investigates root causes of  micro-credit 

burden  in Kilinochchi district, a  post war region of Sri Lanka.  This study surveyed 135 micro-

credit households in selected  three Grama Nilathari divisions from three divisional secretariat 

divisions of Kilinochchi district by applying  convenient  and purposeful sampling methods in 

2019.  The quantitative and qualitative evidences show that  the fundamental causes for micro-

credit burden  is people's enjoyment with  electronic goods. It has highest 27.3 percent among 

objectives for credit. Household expenditure  on  electronic goods increased more than four 

times after micro-credit from Rs 8750 to Rs 39812.  The second  objective of borrowing  is for 

completing  political motivated incomplete housing scheme.  19.3 percent of households have 

borrowed micro-credit to complete  incomplete  house, given under government's scheme and  

7.6  percent to repair the houses. Total 26.9 percent have borrowed  to housing related activities.  

The value of house has increased from Rs 3 80 875 before loan  to Rs   8 32 820 after loan. It has 

increased more than  double. They have new houses and electronic household goods, but they are 

unable to settle loans and lost their properties and mental health. 54.2 percent of household  have  

borrowed for consumption purpose.   28.8 percent of household  borrowed to agriculture and 

fishing. Just 1.5 percent of household borrowed for small industrial activities.  Agricultural and 

fishing loans also have not been used to particular objectives. 42.2 percent households says that 

they did not use micro-credit to particular purpose of loan. 41.6 , 45.6  and 42.2  percent of 

household says micro-credit did not contribute to  their livelihood,  reduction of  poverty and  

empowering them respectively.  58.1 percent says it does not  change their  livelihood income. 

Saving of  Tamils has been accumulated in gold jewelries traditionally.  9.3 percent of household 

says their gold jewelries has increased after micro-credit. but, 45.8 percent of households say  

that their jewelries has been decreased after micro-credit.  Households  had average worth of  Rs 

6 88 780  of jewelries  before micro-credit. It has decreased to worth of Rs 1 78 317  of jewelries 

after micro-credit.  69.8 percent of households say with sad that their credit burden has increased 

after micro-credit.  Any  economic and social development  scheme should be monitored and 

guided by government. Absent of such supervising and guidance led post  war development in 

Sri Lanka into the loan burden to poor.


